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Abstract
Most applications require high reliability with low delay in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Unfortunately, it is a
challenge issue to achieve reliable communication because of the lossy nature of wireless channels. In this paper, a
novel unequal redundancy level (URL) data collection scheme is proposed to achieve high reliability for wireless
sensor networks while long lifetime can be still guaranteed. Aiming at the imbalance of energy consumption in WSNs,
a URL data collection scheme adopts network coding-based mechanism with high redundancy level in non-hotspot
areas while adopting low redundancy level in hotspot areas. The theoretical analysis and experimental results show
that, comparing with equal redundancy level (ERL) approach, the URL approach improves the lifetime by 15–50 %
under the same reliability, and it can also improve the reliability by 14.1–28.3 % under the same lifetime. Comparing
with an SW-ARQ approach, the URL approach improves the lifetime by 7–30 % under the same reliability, and it can
also improve the reliability by 8–23 % under the same lifetime.
Keywords: Wireless sensor networks, Network coding, Delay, Reliability, Lifetime
1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are emerging as a prom-
ising platform that enables a wide range of applications in
both military and civilian domains such as battlefield
surveillance, medical monitoring, biological detection, etc.
[1–7]. Due to their inherent characteristics of resource-
constraint, for data collection, energy efficiency is another
vital issue since replacing or recharging the batteries of
sensor nodes is extremely difficult [1–4]. In addition, some
sensing applications require that each data packet is suc-
cessfully delivered to sink with statistical probability such
as 70–95 % [1, 8–11], which is sufficient for these applica-
tions such as environment (temperature, humidity) and
agriculture (water tank, irrigation) [1, 10]. Some reports re-
veal that the packet error rate of wireless links may be as
high as 30 %, which is far from being satisfactory in prac-
tical wireless scenarios [11]. Furthermore, the specific inci-
dents sensed by sensor nodes may exert “alarm” packets,
which should be routed to sink by a certain action [7, 8].
There might be such a case, for example, human intrusion
detection or fire detection in a large scale in WSNs [8]. In
these situations, it is crucial to transfer the alert message to
sink rapidly so that corresponding measures could be taken
to respond to emergencies, for the tardy information can
result in severe consequences like casualties or property
loss [8, 9]. Summarily, energy efficiency, the delay, and data
reliability are regarded as the major concerns in the design
of WSNs. There is a great deal of research that shows that
the delay, energy efficiency, and data reliability have a
trade-off [1, 7, 8, 10].
In WSNs, a data packet can be delivered from a sensor
node to the sink node by means of multi-hop transmis-
sion [8]. Due to the lossy nature of wireless channels, a
packet could be lost. In order to ensure high reliability,
researchers have put forward a considerable mechanism,
which can be divided into three categories:
(1)Data retransmit mechanism [1, 8, 10]. A packet
can be retransmitted when the sender node
cannot detect the reception of the receiver node
within a predefined time. However, the sender
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may retransmit a packet repeatedly until it
receives the acknowledgement message from the
receiver or the number of retransmissions over
the upper limit. This mechanism has the
advantage of longer network lifetime and less
energy consumed by data transmission. But the
disadvantage of this mechanism is that the delay,
especially in the multi-hop sensor networks, no
matter using end-to-end acknowledgment or
hop-by-hop acknowledgment, is very long. So this
mechanism is limited in some delay-sensitive
applications [1, 8, 10, 12–15].
(2)Redundancy-based retransmission mechanism.
According to the reliability theory, the number of
transmissions for the sender transmitting a data
packet can be calculated. It does not need to receive
the acknowledgement message from the receiver any
more. The advantage of this mechanism is that the
delay is short, but the energy consumption is large
and this affects the application of this mechanism in
real life [1, 10, 12–14].
(3)Network coding-based redundant protocol. It
employs a network coding-based approach to
improve the packet redundancy level when a link
is unreliable. This method can be able to ensure
the reliability of network for paying some extra
energy consumption. It does not need to
retransmit the data packet, so it can achieve a
compromise optimization between the delay and
energy consumption. So it is a better method [8].
To the best of our knowledge, although the above
methods can make a good effect on improving net-
work performance, they still could not achieve a trade-
off optimization among the network lifetime, data
reliability and the delay. In this paper, based on the
network coding-based redundant protocol [8], we
proposed an unequal redundancy level (URL) data col-
lection scheme, which can achieve the simultaneous
optimization on the performance (network lifetime,
data collection, the delay). And the main contributions
of this paper are as follows:
1. The URL data collection scheme employs an
adaptive redundancy-based approach to provide
higher reliability and longer lifetime according to
the application requirements. In URL scheme, a
high redundancy level network coding-based
approach is used in non-hotspot areas to reduce
delay as well as enhancing the reliability at cost of
large extra energy consumption. In WSNs, the
areas near to sink taking more data forwarding, it
costs large energy for the nodes in these areas and
forms the so-called energy hole, which leads to the
network death ahead of schedule. Studies have
pointed out that when a WSN die, there is also
rest as much as 90 % of energy [3, 9]. So, in the
URL scheme, we take full advantage of rest energy
in non-hotspot areas, improving the nodes’
redundancy level in these areas and the network
reliability will be enhanced as well; in the
meantime, we decrease the nodes’ redundancy
level in hotspot areas to reduce their energy
consumption and improve the network lifetime. In
this paper, the node’s redundancy level means the
number of redundant packets that the node carried
in order to improve the reliability. On the whole,
the scheme we proposed can improve both the
reliability and the lifetime. To the best of our
knowledge, URL scheme is the first data collection
strategy that can optimize multiple performances at
the same time. This is also an important innovation
of URL scheme which we proposed in this paper.
2. Through our extensive theoretical analysis and
simulation experiment study, we demonstrate that
for URL scheme, the high reliability, low delay and
high lifetime can be achieved simultaneously.
Comparing with the prior research, URL scheme has
two advantages. (a) It takes full advantage of the
residual energy and its energy utilization can achieve
more than 85 %, which is several times to the original
strategy. (b) It can also improve the quality of the
reliability and lifetime significantly, which is difficult
to be achieved in the past research. Compared to ERL
scheme, under the same reliability, URL approach can
improve the lifetime by 20–44.4 %, and under the
same lifetime, the reliability can be improved by
14.1–28.3 %. And under these two conditions, the
delays are all increased by about 5 %. Compared to
SW-ARQ approach, it improves the lifetime by 7–
30 % under the same reliability, and it can also
improve the reliability by 8–23 % under the same
lifetime. In the meantime, the delay of URL is
greatly reduced. The URL data collection scheme
has extensive applicability. It owns all the advantages
that the network coding-based mechanisms have. It
can be applied to varieties of network coding-based
approach and can improve the performance of these
methods significantly. So the proposed scheme has a
very good meaning.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In
section 2, the related works are reviewed. The system
model and problem statement are described in sec-
tion 3. In section 4, URL data collection scheme is pre-
sented with reliable guarantee and low delay for WSNs.
The performance analysis of URL scheme is provided in
section 5. The analysis and comparison of the experiment
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result are in section 6, and we present our conclusions in
Section 7.
2 Related work
There are a lot of studies to guarantee the reliability in
WSNs. We can divide them into the following three
categories:
(a)Retransmission-based mechanism: The scenario is
different in WSNs where packets are forwarded via
multiple wireless hops. On each wireless link, the
packet error rates (PER) are commonly 10–30 %
[1, 10], which significantly decrease the end-to-end
reliability (the probability that a packet transmits
successfully from the sender to the base station).
Automatic Repeat-Request (ARQ) is an important
mechanism to protect the reliability of data
transmission [1, 10, 12–14]. There are three kinds
of basic schemes: (1) send-and-wait (SW) protocol,
(2) go-back-N (GBN) protocol, and (3) selective
repeat (SR) [10, 12–14]. All the three ARQ
protocols can operate in hop-by-hop (HBH) or
end-to-end (E2E) mode [10, 14]. With SW, the
transmitter waits for an ACK or a timeout before
its next transmission [10, 14]. With GBN and SR,
the transmitter sends packets continuously.
However, to prevent buffer overflow at the
receiving node, the number of unacknowledged
transmissions is kept below a preset size of N
packets [10]. GBN and SR are implemented by a
sliding window of size W, where W is determined
by N and the round trip time (RTT) estimator
[10]. The objective is to keep a continuous stream
of transmissions, hence utilizing channel capacity
while maintaining lower packet delay. The
advantage of retransmission-based mechanism is
the packet error rates get lower. As long as a
packet is received, the sender can receive the ACK
with a high probability. So the retransmission-
based mechanism can ensure a high reliability for
receiver to receive data by retransmission more
than once and the energy consumption of it is
little. The protocol is easy to implement and
suitable for various kind of routing protocols
[10, 12–14]. Under this protocol, a sensor node
end to send a packet when it has received an
ACK from the receiver or the retransmission
times exceed the threshold. So the disadvantage
of this protocol is the network latency is very
big, especially in a link of high packet error
rates [10].
(b)Network coding techniques. Network coding
techniques are reliability mechanism, which are
based on the redundant coding. In the network
coding techniques, the source node encodes the
packets at the application layer. The destination
node decodes the packets to retrieve the original
packets. The re-ending/decoding operation at
intermediate nodes is optional. Because of the
redundant packets that the source node had, so it
would not affect the destination, nodes retrieve the
right data packets even if there are some data lost
through the lossy nature wireless channels. The
advantage of the network coding techniques is that
it can one-time send all the data packets out and
the destination node can receive the data packets
by a higher reliability. So, relative to the
retransmission-based mechanism, the delay will be
greatly decreased. But in this approach, the nodes
need to encode and decode the data packets, and
store more redundant data, so it has a higher
requirement for computing and storage capacity. A
data collection protocol has proposed by Keller et
al. [16], which combining the redundancy and net-
work coding to achieve higher reliability under the
highly dynamic network conditions. For this proto-
col, each node has to store the packets that it over-
hears, and this is a challenge for an energy-limited
node. Because it requires coding at the intermedi-
ate nodes, so the overhead of delay and computa-
tional are all not solved. As a result, in terms of
the end-to-end delay, the coding overhead has be-
come a bottleneck problem. Through separating
the coding and radio into two concurrent threads,
the end-to-end delay is shortened, this is the
protocol which is proposed by Gao et al. [17]. Pang
et al. [18] have proposed a distributed network
coding (DNC) approach, which the relay nodes
send data to the destination node by performing
network coding. Xu et al. [19] have proposed a col-
laborative data collection scheme, which employ-
ing opportunistic in-network recoding in a
disruptive network environment [20].
(c)Forward error correction (FEC). It has been used
to improve the network reliability in a lot of
studies [21]. FEC can guarantee the delivery
reliability by the redundancy of the small encoded
block, and it improves the reliability by encoding
the packets together. Thus, the network coding
approach is better especially when the link loss
rate is large.
And there are also several protocols which proposed to
reduce the end-to-end delay in WSNs [22–25]. A cross-
layer protocol proposed by Wang et al. [26] providing Qos
support for the latency-sensitive traffic flows. It proposed
a higher priority channel access and used a short frame
structure to reduce the end-to-end delay. Shanti and
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Sahoo [27] have proposed delay guaranteed routing
and MAC (DGRAM) for delay-sensitive applications
in WSNs. DGRAM can provide deterministic delay
guarantee and it uses slot reuse to reduce the latency.
But it is vital to calculate the transmission and recep-
tion slots of nodes accurately. Because of basing on
the cross layer, the above protocols [26, 27] are all
difficult to implement.
The previous work has made a great foundation for
this article’s research. In the early studies, they are all
do not optimize the performance from the perspective
of the whole network, so when we want to optimize
one performance, it also at the cost of reduction the
other performances. For example: retransmission-based
mechanism has good energy efficiency, but the delay is
very long; the delay of the network coding techniques
and forward error correction is short, but the energy ef-
ficiency is not high. So, there is a tradeoff optimization
relation between several network performance indexes,
such as: data transmission reliability, energy efficiency,
and network latency, and it is difficult to optimize all
the performance at the same time. Therefore, the URL
scheme which is proposed in this paper can optimize
the performance from the whole network, and it can
optimize the network performance simultaneously in
premise of ensuring the network reliability meets the
application requirements.
3 The system model and problem statement
3.1 The network model
The network model used in this paper can also be seen
in ref. [8] and ref. [9], that is, (1) λ homogenous
sensors are deployed in a circular region while the
sink (base station) situated at the center. The node
distribution follows a homogenous Poisson point
process with a density of ρ sensors per unit area; (2)
the transmitting radius of sensor node is denoted by r.
In the paper, we consider the probability of generation
one date packages as λ in a sample cycle [9], and this
is refereed to one round. The sensory data is sent to
the base station adopting greedy geographic routing
[18]. (3) For each node i, the probabilities of successful
transmission between node i to node i + 1 are denoted
by pi. Following ref. [10], we assume that reception
failures are spatial dependent but time independent
[1, 10, 22–24].
3.2 Energy consumption model and related definitions
We adapt the typical energy consumption model [9, 22,
28–30], the energy consumption of data transmission is
shown in Eq. (1) and the energy consumption for data
receiving is shown in Eq. (2).
Emember ¼ lEelec þ lεfsd2 d < d0ð Þ
Emember ¼ lEelec þ lεampd4 d > d0ð Þ

ð1Þ
ER lð Þ ¼ lEelec ð2Þ
Eelec represents the energy consumption in the trans-
mission circuit. d represents the transmission distance.
If the transmission distance d is less than the threshold
d0 , the energy consumption caused by power amplifica-
tion adopts the free space model; if the transmission dis-
tance is greater than or equal to the threshold, use the
multipath fading model. εfs and εamp are the energy re-
quired to amplify in the models, respectively. l represents
the number of data bits. The specific set of the above
parameters are taken from literature [1, 3, 9, 31–33], as
shown in Table 1.
3.3 Problem statement
We consider multi-hop transmissions from a sensor node
to the base station node (Sink). The problem that this
paper studies can be described as: according to the appli-
cation reliable requirement when the packets getting
through each hop, how can each node select network cod-
ing redundancy level to minimize the delay, maximize the
network lifetime and energy efficiency. The data collection
routing of WSN can be characterized by several perform-
ance indicators as explained below:
(1)End to end delay for data collection routing
(denoted as De2e). De2e represents the time that from
a packet originates to it transmit to sink. Let di
stands for the delay of the packets arrival at the ith
hop of multi-hop routing to sink, then the end-to-
end delay minimization can be expressed as:






(2)Effective energy utilization (denoted as ζ). ζ refers to
the ratio of energy efficiently utilized and the total
energy in the network which can be expressed as a
Table 1 Parameters in the network
Parameter Value






Initial energy (Eini)(J) 0.5
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formula below. In the formula, ei stands for the energy
consumption of node i, Eini is the initial energy of
node i:










(3)Lifetime (denoted as ℓ). Lifetime is defined as the
death time of the first node in the network. So we
should decrease the energy consumption of the
biggest energy consumption node to maximum ℓ. ei
is the energy consumption of node i, Eini refers to
the initial energy of each node. So we can describe
the network lifetime as follows:
max ℓð Þ ¼ max Eini=eið Þ ð5Þ
(4)In this paper, we guarantee that the data collection
reliability is higher than the reliability δ, which is
required by the application. δj
e2e
refers to the
reliability that a data packet send to sink from the
node j. Let βi stand for the reliability for the packets
at the ith hop of multi-hop routing to sink, and then
the end-to-end reliability can be expressed as:
δj
e2e





Obviously, the goal of URL scheme is that on the prem-
ise of ensuring the network reliability meet the application
requirements, minimize the network latency and maximize
the network lifetime and the energy efficiency, which can
be stated as follows:
Minimize De2e; Maximize ℓ;Maximize ζ;





max ℓð Þ ¼ max Eini=eið Þ



















In order to make readers have a better understanding
of this paper, the main notations introduced in this
paper can be found in Table 2.
4 Unequal redundancy level (URL) approach
design
4.1 Research motivation
The research motivation of this paper mainly origins from
the following two observations. The experiment parame-
ters of Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4 are presented in Table 3.
4.1.1 Observation 1
With high network coding based redundancy level, the re-
liability is higher, while the energy consumption is also in-
creased [8, 10]. Thus, there is a tradeoff between reliability
and energy efficiency [34, 35]. We confirm this situation
by Figs. 1 and 2. Other things being the same, in Fig. 1, as
the redundancy level increasing from 1 to 15, the reliabil-
ity also improves from 70 to 99.9 %. And in Fig. 2, when
the node’s redundancy level is growing, the data sizes and
energy consumption are also increased. So we can find
that if we want to improve the network reliability, we
Table 2 Notations
parameter Meanings
pc Link loss rate
pe End-to-end reliability of data packets
mi The redundancy level for nodes in the i
th loop under
URL scheme
m The nodes’ redundancy level of each loop under ERL
scheme
p The reliability to next hop under ERL scheme
pi The reliability of the i
th loop to next hop under URL
scheme
N^ The amount of data of each packet in linear network




The transmit data sizes for the nodes that are l distance
to sink under ERL scheme
ζe;r
l
The received data sizes for the nodes that are l distance
to sink under ERL scheme
Ee
l
The energy consumption of the nodes that are l distance
to sink under ERL scheme
ζu;t
l
The transmit data sizes for the nodes that are l distance
to sink under URL scheme
ζu;r
l
The received data sizes for the nodes that are l distance
to sink under URL scheme
Eu
l
The energy consumption of the nodes that are l distance
to sink under URL scheme
ϕ The percentage of enhancing the reliability
Ω The percentage of prolonging the network lifetime
RDURL The network latency incurred by URL scheme
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should to improve the node’s redundancy level, and it
needs more energy consumption.
4.1.2 Observation 2
In the equal redundancy level (ERL) studies, there is
a lot of residual energy in the areas far to sink. Thus,
we are inspired to adopt high network coding based
redundancy level in the areas where remained lots of
energy. So we can greatly improve the data collection
reliability and not reduce the network lifetime. If we
decrease the redundancy level of the nodes in the
regions near to sink, the network lifetime could also
be improved.
Figure 3 presents the energy consumption under
ERL scheme in the linear network. From experimental
results, we can find that the nodes near to sink have
a higher energy consumption, and the energy con-
sumption is low for the nodes far to sink, the energy
consumption of the entire network is imbalanced.
Figure 4 shows the rest of energy in different areas in
the network. From the graph, we can see that there
are lots of rest energy in the areas far to sink, we call
them as non-hotspot areas. And there are almost all
the energy consumed in the areas near to sink, we
call them hotspot areas. Studies have pointed that,
when the network is dead, there is also over 90 % of
rest energy in the network [2, 6].
Based on above research, a new mechanism which
is called URL scheme is proposed in this paper. The
main idea of it is: we can get the end-to-end
Fig. 2 Data sizes increased by the redundancy level growing
Fig. 3 The energy consumption in WSNs with equal
redundancy level
Fig. 4 The left energy in WSNs with the equal redundancy level
Fig. 1 Reliability improved by the redundancy level growing
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reliability by multiplying the hop-to-hop reliability.
So, under a certain reliability pe, we can increase the
nodes’ redundancy level in the areas far to sink and
decrease the nodes’ redundancy level in the areas
near to sink; thus, the network performances are im-
proved. Adopting URL scheme in the network, we
can reduce the energy consumption in hotspot areas,
prolonging the network lifetime. While the energy
consumption is increased in non-hotspot areas, but
the nodes in these areas have lots of rest energy, so
the increase of the redundancy level could not influ-
ence the whole network lifetime.
First, we confirm the validity of the URL scheme. The
experimental setup as follows: there are 10 nodes in a
linear network and the end-to-end reliability that the
applications required greater than or equal to 70 %.
Figure 5 shows the redundancy level of each nodes
under ERL scheme and URL scheme when satisfying the
condition that the end-to-end reliability greater than or
equal to 70 %. Figure 6 presents the reliability under
ERL and URL scheme. The experimental results showing
that the URL scheme adopts low redundancy level near
to sink while high redundancy level far to sink, thus the
reliability to next hop of near to sink area is low and far
to sink area is high, as Figs. 5 and 6 shows.
In Fig. 7, it presents the energy consumption of
each node. The redundancy level of all the nodes is 5
in ERL scheme. But in the URL scheme, the redun-
dancy level increased gradually by the position rela-
tive to the sink. Then, the nodes’ redundancy level
are, in order, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, and 13. From
the experimental results, we can find that the max-
imum energy consumption of URL scheme is less half
than the energy consumption under ERL scheme, this
can strongly suggest that the URL scheme could pro-
long the network lifetime substantially while ensuring
the reliability.
Fig. 5 The node with different redundancy levels
Fig. 6 The packet reception probability with different
redundancy levels
Fig. 7 Energy consume under different mechanisms (10 hops)
Table 3 Experimental network scenarios
Sink node number 1
Sensor node number 1000
Network radius 400 m
Nodal transmission radius 50 m




Dynamic routing Shortest routing algorithm [22]
Others parameters Same as those in section 3
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4.2 The URL scheme design
This paper employs the same network coding techniques
as ref. [8] to ensure the end-to-end network reliability
greater than or equal to pe. In network coding tech-
niques, when the node’s redundancy level is m and the
link loss rate is pc, then the reliability p for the node




1−pmþ2c − mþ 2ð Þ⋅pmþ1c ⋅ 1−pcð Þ
q
ð8Þ
In linear network, for each node that the redundancy
level is m, the number of data transmissions generated
by per packet is




Thus, if a node transmits the data packets to next hop
with the reliability p, the formula for the amount of data
transmissions is
N^ m ¼ 2−pcð Þ 
mþ 1ð Þ mþ 2ð Þ
2
ð10Þ
m refers to the node’s redundancy level, pc is the link
loss rate.
Through the previous analysis, we can find that in
the case of link loss rate is unchanged, the reliability
and data transmissions are all have a positive correl-
ation to the redundancy level. We also realize that the
network lifetime lie on the nodes’ lifetime which in
hotspot areas. So in the URL scheme, we decrease the
nodes’ redundancy level in hotspot areas and the
reliability to next hop in these areas is also decreased.
In order to ensure the end-to-end reliability pe, we
increase the nodes’ redundancy level in non-hotspot
areas, and the reliability to next hop in these areas is
increased. Thus, reducing the nodes’ redundancy level
in hotspot areas should meet the conditions that the
nodes in non-hotspot areas have enough rest energy to
improve the redundancy level to ensure the end-to-end
reliability greater than or equal to pe. We can
determine the redundancy level in different areas by
analyzing the relations between energy consumption
and the reliability.
First, we analyze the amount of data transmissions in
different areas and the reliability of data transmission
when whole network use the same redundancy level. It
has been proved in ref. [6] that, without considering the
reliability, assume the probability of each node generat-
ing a data packet in a sample cycle is λ, the received data
sizes for a node that is l distance to sink can represent
as the following formula:
ζ l ¼ 1þ
l þ r
l
þ l þ 2r
l




¼ hr þ x; xþ zr ≤ R
ð11Þ
In ERL scheme, we assume the maximum hop is ℏ
and the application required minimum reliability is p^ .
Then, the reliability to next hop denote as po should
meet the following formula:
poð Þℏ ≥ pe
po ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1−pmþ2c − mþ 2ð Þ⋅pmþ1c ⋅ 1−pcð Þq
ð12Þ
That is:
poð Þℏ ≥ pe ⇒
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ







Thus, we can get the redundancy level m under ERL
scheme:




We take logarithm on the both sides in the above for-
mula, and then we can get:







Because the value of m is integer, so we can get an ap-
proximate value of m according to formula (14) easily.
And we can get the transmit data sizes for the nodes
that are l distance to sink is,

















λ jl ¼ hr þ x; xþ zr ≤ R
ð15Þ
The received data sizes for the nodes that are l
distance to sink is
ζe;r
l










mþ 1ð Þλ jl ¼ hr þ x; xþ zr ≤ R
ð16Þ
According to formulas (1) and (2), the energy
consumption for the nodes that are l distance to sink is
Ee
l
¼ Emember þ ER lð Þ ¼ ζe;rl eru þ ζe;tl etu ð17Þ
We had calculated the energy consumption under ERL
scheme. The initial state of URL scheme has the same
parameters with ERL. On this basis, the main steps of
URL scheme are as follows:
(1)In order to improve the reliability, first testing if we
could improve the nodes’ redundancy level in non-
hotspot areas, that is, the nodes in the regions far to
sink.
In this paper, if the nodes have the almost same
distance to sink, we assume that the nodes have the
almost same distance to sink are in the same loop.
Because the energy consumption will increase if
improving the nodes’ redundancy level in the first
loop or the second loop. So we should increase the
nodes’ redundancy level at least from the third loop.
We improve the nodes’ redundancy level in the ith
loop, and now the redundancy level we can express
in sequence as m1,m2,…mi, ⋯mn. We can use
formula (8) to calculate the nodal reliability p1, p2,…
pi, ⋯, pn.
Then, we calculate the energy consumption for the
nodes that are l distance to sink.
Let Γ ¼ lr , then the redundancy level and the
reliability for the nodes that are l distance to sink
can be expressed as mΓ and pΓ.
At this moment, the transmit data sizes for the










þ l þ zr
l
⋅ pn⋅⋯⋅pΓþ1
 þ 1Þ mΓ þ 1ð Þλjl
¼ hr þ x; xþ zr ≤ R
ð18Þ
The received data sizes for the nodes that are l











þ l þ zr
l
⋅pn⋅⋯⋅pΓþ1Þ mΓþ1 þ 1
 
λj l
¼ hr þ x; xþ zr ≤ R
ð19Þ
According to formulas (1) and (2), the nodes’ energy




¼ Emember þ ER lð Þ ¼ ζu;rl eru þ ζu;tl etu ð20Þ
If after improving the redundancy level for the
nodes which in at least the third loop, the energy
consumption in non-hotspot areas are all still less
than the hotspot areas, then we can continue to
improve the nodes’ redundancy level in non-hotspot
areas.
(2)Testing whether we can decrease the nodes’
redundancy level in the first loop or the second
loop.
After decreasing the nodes’ redundancy level in
hotspot areas, we should calculate the reliability in
different areas again according to formula (8) and
check the reliability at this time whether meeting
the application required, that is whether meeting
this type:
p1  p2 …pi  ⋯ pn ≥ pe ð21Þ
If type (21) is founded, we can decrease the nodes’
redundancy level in hotspot areas successfully, else
we cannot decrease the redundancy level. Finally,
return the first step testing again.
(3)The algorithm comes to the end when we cannot
increase the nodes’ redundancy level in the first step
and decrease the nodes’ redundancy level in the
second step.
So the pseudo-code of URL scheme represents as
algorithm 1.
⌈⌉
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The computational results are shown in Figs. 8, 9,
10, and 11. For ERL scheme, the nodes’ redundancy
level is equal. While in URL scheme, the nodes’
redundancy level is high in the areas far to sink and
low in the areas near to sink. Figure 8 shows the
nodes’ redundancy level under different schemes, and
Fig. 9 presents the nodal reliability. We can see that
the reliability for nodes in the areas near to sink is
low and far to sink is high, so we can still guarantee
the end-to-end reliability satisfy the applications
required.
Figures 10 and 11 show the energy consumption and
data sizes under these two different schemes. Because
the URL scheme decreases the energy consumption in
hotspot areas, so in premise of ensuring the end-to-
end reliability, the proposed scheme prolong the
network lifetime. Although under URL scheme, the
nodes’ energy consumption is increased in non-
hotspot areas, the energy consumption of these nodes
is still less than the nodes’ energy consumption in
hotspot areas, so it has no influence on the whole
network lifetime, it only make use of energy in the
network more adequately.
5 The performance analysis of the URL scheme
5.1 Reliability analysis
Theorem 1 In the network that the radius is R = ℏ × r,
mirepresents the nodes’ redundancy level in the i
thloop,
pcrepresents the link loss rate, p0is the reliability to next
hop under the ERL scheme, ℏ refers to the network hops
to sink. Under the circumstance that we guarantee the
same lifetime for these two different mechanism, when we
employing URL scheme, the percentage of the reliability














Proof According to formula (8), we can calculate the
reliability to next hop (po) under ERL scheme. Because
in ERL scheme, all the nodes have the same redundancy
level, so they have the same reliability to next hop, and
we have used po to represent it. Then, the nodal reliabil-
ity to sink can represent as:
pERL ¼ pℏo ð23Þ
Adopting the URL scheme from formulas (18) and
(19), we can find that it almost has no effect on the data
sizes for the nodes in the first loop when we increasing
the nodes’ redundancy level in after the third loops. So
Fig. 8 Redundancy level for different mechanisms
Fig. 9 Package delivery probability for different mechanisms
Fig. 10 Energy consumption under different mechanisms
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we can use all the rest energy to improve the nodes’ re-
dundancy level in after the third loops. In this way, we
improve the end-to-end reliability in premise of ensuring
the lifetime is unchanged. We can determine the in-
creased of node’s redundancy level by checking it’s rest
energy, and then calculate the percentage of the reliabil-
ity has improved. According to the data sizes in formula
(19), the received data sizes have a closely relation to the
node’s redundancy level of its next loop. So we should
determine the nodes’ redundancy level from the farthest
area to sink. The energy consumption has a large gap
between the outside loop and the inside loop, and by
calculating the reliability, we can find that when the
value of m greater than 40, the reliability to next hop
almost equal to 100 % under any link qualities. So for m
greater than 40, there is no point in still increasing the
value of it. In this paper, we assume that m less than 50
satisfies the required precision of application.
Then after adjusting the nodes’ redundancy level in
the (i + 1)th loop, for the nodes in the ith loop, the rest
energy is
Eri;u ¼ Eini−ζ iu;r eru−ζ iu;t etu ð24Þ
For the nodes in the ith loop, when we set mi =mi + 1,
according to formula (8), we can get a new reliability pî,
the original reliability of these nodes is pi, the increase of












 þ 1λ l ¼ hr þ x; xþ zr ≤ Rj
ð25Þ
Because if the nodes’ redundancy level in the adjacent
loops are unchanged, the received data sizes are almost
unchanged. For the nodes in the ith loop, if the value of
m increase to m + I, then the increased energy consump-
tion of these nodes is:
Ei;u△ ¼ Δu;tI etu ð26Þ
So for the nodes in the ith loop, we can increase the





By this time, the redundancy level for the nodes in
the ith loop can represent as
mi ¼ mi þ ηi ð28Þ
The reliability to next hop for these nodes can be cal-






1−pmiþ2c − mi þ 2ð Þ  pmiþ1c  1−pcð Þ
q
ð29Þ
So, in a network where the radius is ℏr, the percentage














According to the theorem 1, we can see that the URL
scheme improves the network reliability by increasing
the nodes’ energy consumption in non-hotspot areas,
and it also guarantees the nodes’ energy consumption in
hotspot areas are unchanged. So the mechanism can im-
prove the reliability of network data transmission and
guarantee the network lifetime is unchanged. Figures 12
and 13 show in linear network that the reliability pe
greater than or equal to 70 %, the same network lifetime
is guaranteed, the energy consumption under different
link loss rate (pc = 0.3 and pc = 0.5). Table 4 presents the
relevant parameters of SW-ARQ approach. It is ob-
served that when employing URL scheme, the energy
consumption in the regions far to sink is much larger
than that under ERL and SW-ARQ approach, so the
nodes’ redundancy level is improved in the areas far to
sink, the whole network reliability is also improved.
Figure 14 shows the reliability under three methods in
the premise of ensuring the same lifetime. As can be
seen from the calculation results, the reliability in non-
hotspot areas under URL scheme is much higher than
those under ERL and SW-ARQ approaches. This shows
Fig. 11 Data sizes of node under different mechanisms
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that the URL scheme can increase the reliability by a
large margin in premise of ensuring the network lifetime
is unchanged.
Figure 15 presents the enhance percentage of reli-
ability for the whole network in different link qualities
when employing URL scheme under the condition
that guarantee the same lifetime and the end-to-end
packet reception rate pe ≥ 70 %. As a result, in premise
of ensuring the network lifetime, compared with ERL
scheme, the URL scheme enhances the end-to-end
reliability by 12 to 31%; compared with SW-ARQ
approach, the URL scheme enhances the end-to-end
reliability by 7 to 26%. And for the proposed mechan-
ism in this paper, the worse the link quality is, the
higher the data transmission reliability is.
5.2 Lifetime analysis
Theorem 2 In the URL scheme, under the condition that
the network loops are greater than or equal to 4 and the
reliability is the same with the value when we employing







 100% ¼ ζ
e;r
l






ϑtu represents the amount of data that decreased.
Proof For a planar network, if the number of network
loops less than 4.
In case of the number of network loops is 2, we reduce
the nodes’ redundancy level in the first loop by 1, and
increase the nodes’ redundancy level in the second loop
until the nodal reliability are nearly to 1. Because the
increasing of redundancy level is much larger than 1, so
the improvement of the nodes’ redundancy level in the
second loop will greatly increase the received data sizes
for the nodes in the first loop, as a result, it increases
the energy consumption of the nodes in the first loop
and shorten the network lifetime.
In case of the number of network loops is 3, we reduce
the redundancy level in the first loop by 1, and increase
Fig. 13 Energy consumption for different mechanisms (pe = 0.5,
p^≥ 70 %)
Table 4 Related parameters setting in SW-ARQ approach
Parameter Value
Length of ACK 20 bits
Round-trip time trtt 200 ms
Retransmission time out trto 250 ms
Waiting time Δt 50 ms
Interval 5 ms
Fig. 14 Packet delivery probability for different mechanism under
different link loss rates and different reliabilities
Fig. 12 Energy consumption for different mechanisms (pe = 0.3,
p^≥ 70 %)
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the nodes’ redundancy level in the third loop until the
reliability of the these nodes are nearly to 1. Because of
the nodes’ redundancy level in the second loop are
unchanged, under this condition, we would found that
the nodes’ energy consumption in the second loop is
higher than that in the first loop. In this way, the
network lifetime is also reduced.
Therefore, theorem 2 is only set up under the condi-
tion that the number of network loops greater than or
equal to 4.
For any network that its loops greater than or equal to
4, the nodes’ redundancy level is m when we employ the
ERL scheme, if we adopt the URL scheme, the initial
value of parameters are all same as the ERL scheme, and
in premise of the network reliability is unchanged, we
can reduce the nodes’ redundancy level in the first loop
at least by 1 and improve the nodes’ redundancy level in
the outside loop to make the reliability near to 1, in the
meanwhile, we should also let mn meet the condition
that the nodes’ energy consumption in the (n − 1)th loop
less than the energy consumption of nodes in the first
loop. Reasons are as follows.
By formula (8), we can get the nodal reliability when
we employing the ERL scheme.
Then the whole network reliability can express as
p^e ¼ pℏ ℏj is the maximum hops in the network
¼
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1−pmþ2c − mþ 2ð Þ⋅pmþ1c ⋅ 1−pcð
ℏs ℏ
is the maximum hops in the network
ð32Þ
Adopting the URL scheme, we decrease the nodes’
redundancy level in the first loop by 1, by this time the
nodal reliability in the first loop can be expressed as:
p1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1−pmþ1c − mþ 1ð Þ⋅pmc ⋅ 1−pcð Þ
q
ð33Þ
We improve the redundancy level for the nodes in the
outside loop within the threshold value as much as
possible, and mark the value is mn, by this time the
nodal reliability in the outside loop can be expressed as
pn ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1−pmnþ2c − mn þ 2ð Þ⋅pmnþ1c ⋅ 1−pcð Þ
q
ð34Þ
The reliability of the intermediate link point does not
change, still express as before: m2 =m3 =⋯=mn− 1 =m and
the reliability of them still express as p2 = p3 =⋯= pn− 1 = p.
By this time, the network reliability under the URL
scheme can be expressed as
p^u ¼ p1p2p3⋯pn ¼ p1pℏ−2pn≈
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1−pmþ1c − mþ 1ð Þ⋅pmc ⋅ 1−pcð Þ
q
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ





1−pmþ1c − mþ 1ð Þ⋅pmc ⋅ 1−pcð Þ
q
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ










Because of high energy consumption for the nodes in
the inner loop, so when the energy is completely consume
in the inner loop, we consider that the whole network is
dead. Through above proof, we have known that we can
reduce the redundancy level for the nodes in the first loop
at least by 1 to reduce theirs energy consumption, prolong
the network lifetime. At this time the decrease of the
end-to-end reliability can be compensated by the increase
of redundancy level for the nodes in the outer loops.
By formulas (18) and (19), we can calculate the
amount of data that the nodes in the inner loops need to
send and receive. If the node’s redundancy level is
reduced by 1, though the receiving data sizes is




⋅pþ l þ 2r
l




λ l ¼ hr þ x; xþ zr ≤ Rj
ð36Þ
Accordingly, the saved energy can be expressed as
Euϑ ¼ ϑtuetu ð37Þ
By formula (16), the node’s energy consumption under




eru þ ζe;tl etu
Fig. 15 The enhance percentage of the reliability for different link
loss rate under same packet delivery probabilities (pe >70 %)
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The node’s energy consumption under URL scheme in





eru þ ζe;tl etu−ϑtuetu ð38Þ







 100% ¼ ζ
e;r
l






On the basis of theorem 2, Fig. 16 presents under the
condition that in different link qualities (pc = 0.3 and pc
= 0.5), and ensure the end-to-end reliability greater than
or equal to 70 %, when reducing the redundancy level
for the nodes in hotspot areas by 1, the nodes’ redun-
dancy level in different areas yet. From Fig. 16, when we
decrease the redundancy level for the nodes in the inner
loop by 1, the rest energy of nodes in the farthest area
can improve their redundancy level to m = 50 in order to
meet the condition that end-to-end reliability pe ≥ 70 %,
at this time, the hop-to-hop reliability in different areas
are shown in Figs. 17, 18, and 19 present that under the
different link qualities (pc = 0.3 and pc = 0.5), meeting the
condition that end-to-end reliability greater than or
equal to 70 %, the energy consumption for the nodes in
different loops. It is observed from Figs. 18 and 19 that
after decreasing the nodes’ redundancy level in the first
loop, we could guarantee pe ≥ 70 % only by improving
the nodes’ redundancy level in the farthest area, while
there are still many regional nodes remaining energy in
the network by now. The relevant parameters of
SW-ARQ approach are all presented in Table 4.
Actually, it is likely to continue to decrease the nodes’
redundancy level in the first loop and promote the nodes’
redundancy level in the non-hotspot areas, then further
improving the network lifetime. This suggests that theorem
2 is given the lower bound that the URL scheme could im-
prove the network lifetime in premise of ensuring the equal
end-to-end reliability with ERL and SW-ARQ approach.
Figure 20 presents under the different link qualities,
the that ratio of the URL scheme can enhance the life-
time contrast with ERL scheme and SW-ARQ scheme.
From the experimental results, the lifetime under the
the URL scheme is 1.05–1.44 times to the network that
under the ERL scheme and it is 0.61–0.89 times to the
network that under SW-ARQ approach. Figure 21 shows
under the different reliability, the ratio of the URL
scheme can enhance the lifetime contrast with ERL
scheme and SW-ARQ approach. From the experimental
result in Fig. 21, when the link qualities are 0.2, 0.3, and
0.5, the lifetime under the URL scheme, respectively are
1.14–1.25 times, 1.18–1.44 times, 1.08–1.13 times to the
network that under ERL scheme, and it is 1.003–1.15
times, 0.96–1.08 times, and 0.82-0.97 times to the
network that are under thr SW-ARQ approach.
Fig. 18 Energy consumption for different mechanisms (pc = 0.3,
pe ≥ 70 %)
Fig. 17 Redundancy level for different mechanisms
Fig. 16 Redundancy level for different mechanisms
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5.3 Delay analysis
Theorem 3 Under the same reliability pe, the delay










In the formula, RDURL represents the delay caused by
employing URL scheme, RPmi is the packet pair recep-
tion for the ith node, T refers to the retransmission time
interval.
Proof According to the ref. [8], in the ERL scheme, the
delay is present as






H represents the number of hops to base station, TX
denotes the expected transmission count, ℏ is the num-
ber of hops to the base station, T is the retransmission
time interval, RPm is when we use m redundant packets
for each pair, the packet pair reception probability, that
is













 ¼ 1−pl ð42Þ
In URL scheme, there are different redundancy levels
m1,m2,m3,⋯,mn for each hop, according to type (42),
we can get the packet pair reception RPm1 ;RPm2 ;RPm3 ;⋯






Therefore, it can be concluded that the retransmission










The test scenarios of this section are in a linear net-
work that 10 nodes array in a straight line. Figure 22
shows the contrast figure of delay between three differ-
ent schemes under different link qualities, in premise of
guaranteeing the end-to-end reliability greater than or
equal to 70 %. Figure 23 presents the redundancy level
for each node. It can be observed that in premise of
ensuring a high lifetime of network and the end-to-end
reliability greater than 70 %, the delay of SW-ARQ
approach is still much longer than that of the other two
methods, and the delay incurred by URL scheme is
higher than the ERL scheme incurred, but with the in-
crease of link loss rate, the difference of delay under two
methods gradually narrowed, finally remaining at around
9 %. While the less delay increased is insignificant for
Fig. 20 The improve of lifetime for different link qualities
Fig. 21 The improve of lifetime for different link qualities
and reliabilities
Fig. 19 Energy consumption for different mechanisms (pc = 0.5,
pe ≥ 70 %)
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the improvement of the reliability and lifetime network
performance. And with the improvement of the reliabil-
ity, the difference of delay under ERL and URL methods
also gradually narrowed, when the reliability greater than
90 %, the delays are almost equal, by this time, the pro-
posed method have a great improvement on reliability
and lifetime performance. Especially aiming at the delay-
insensitive application, the URL scheme has great
advantage.
6 Experimental results
In order to evaluate the URL scheme performance in
large scale sensor networks, we use Omnet++ to gener-
ate larger scenarios [25]. In this simulation, if there are
no special instructions, the experimental scenarios are as
follows: one sink node and 1000 sensor nodes are ran-
domly deployed in a circular network, which the radius
is 400 m and the nodal transmission radius is 50 m. The
routes were selected based on the shortest routing algo-
rithm [22]. Other parameters are the same as those in
section 3. For SW-ARQ approach, the relevant parame-
ters are listed in Table 4.
6.1 Energy efficiency
The experimental scenario of Figs. 24, 25, and 26 is in
the linear network, that is all nodes in the network de-
ployment on a straight line, the base station locate on
the one end of this line. Figures 24, 25, and 26 are given,
respectively, that when the number of nodes are 4, 7,
and 10, and in premise of ensuring the same end-to-end
reliability (pe > 70 %), the comparison of nodes’ energy
consumption under different methods. The experimental
results are consistent with the theoretical analysis above.
Because the URL scheme decrease the nodes’ redun-
dancy level in hot-spot area and increase the nodes’ re-
dundancy level in non-hotspot area, so the energy
consumption characteristics are the nodes’ energy
Fig. 24 Energy consumption for different mechanisms (4 hops)
Fig. 23 Redundancy level under same reliability (pe >70 %) Fig. 25 Energy consumption for different mechanisms (7 hops)
Fig. 22 Delay for different mechanisms under same reliability
(pe >70 %)
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consumption in near to sink areas under URL approach
is lower than that under ERL approach and SW-ARQ
approach, and the nodes’ energy consumption in far to
sink areas under URL approach is higher than that
under ERL and SW-ARQ. Because the lifetime is
depended on the largest energy consumption node, so
the approach proposed in this paper could prolong the
network lifetime efficiently.
The experimental results of Figs. 27, 28, 29, and 30 are
under the experimental scenario that one sink node and
1000 sensor nodes were randomly deployed in an area of
disk network, the radius of this network is 400 m and
the nodal transmission radius is 50 m. Figure 27 pre-
sents the energy consumption under the same link loss
rate and different reliability. Figure 28 shows the energy
consumption with two approaches under different link
qualities, in premise of ensuring the end-to-end reliabil-
ity greater than 70 %. Figure 29 presents the nodes’ re-
dundancy level with two approaches under the same
link loss rate and different reliability. Figure 30 shows
the nodes’ redundancy level with two approaches under
same reliability and different link loss rate. The experi-
mental results are all consistent with the theoretical ana-
lysis. For specifics: (1) URL scheme has lower energy
consumption for the nodes in the regions near to sink
and higher energy consumption for the nodes in the re-
gions far to sink. (2) The URL scheme has lower redun-
dancy level for the nodes in the regions near to sink and
higher redundancy level for the nodes in the regions far
to sink.
Figure 31 presents the nodes’ energy consumption
when adopting the URL scheme under the condition
that pc = 0.5, pe > 70 %. Comparing with Fig. 3 (the
energy consumption of ERL scheme), URL scheme has a
much more balanced energy consumption than ERL
Fig. 28 Energy consumption for different mechanisms (flat network,
pe ≥ 70 %)
Fig. 27 Energy consumption for different mechanisms (flat
network, pc = 0.5)
Fig. 26 Energy consumption for different mechanisms (10 hops)
Fig. 29 Redundancy level under different reliabilities (flat
network, pC = 0.5)
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scheme and as the network die, the remaining energy is
less than 15 % in the whole network, which suggested
that URL scheme has a higher energy efficiency and has
a better performance than other strategies.
6.2 Lifetime of the network
Figure 32 presents the experimental results by
contrasting the network lifetime with different methods
under the different scales of linear network. From the
experimental results, in premise of ensuring the same
end-to-end reliability, the URL scheme could improve
the lifetime by 15–50 % than ERL approach and it also
could improve the lifetime by 7–30 % than SW-ARQ
approach. Figure 33 presents the experimental results by
contrasting the network lifetime under the different
radiuses of planar network. The results show as well,
relative to ERL scheme and SW-ARQ approach, URL
scheme has excellent performance. Comparing with ERL
scheme, it could improve the lifetime by 15–23.4 %;
comparing with SW-ARQ approach, it could improve
the lifetime by 6–16 %. Figures 34 and 35 show the
experimental results by contrasting the network lifetime
with URL scheme and ERL scheme under the different
link loss rate and different reliability. URL scheme can
respectively improve the lifetime by 20–44.4 % and
12.1–30 %. This shows that the proposed URL strategy
has a much higher lifetime than the ERL strategy under
different network scenarios and different parameters, so
the URL scheme has a satisfactory performance.
6.3 Reliability
Figure 36 shows the experimental results by contrasting
the reliability with different methods in premise of en-
suring the same lifetime under the different scales of lin-
ear network. From the experimental results, comparing
with ERL scheme, the proposed strategy in this paper
can improve the network reliability by 14.1–28.3 %;
comparing with SW-ARQ approach, the proposed
Fig. 30 Redundancy level under different reliabilities (flat network,
pe >70 %)
Fig. 31 The energy consumption with unequal redundancy level
(pC = 0.5, pe >70 %)
Fig. 32 lifetime contrasting under different scales linear networks
(pe >70 %, pc = 0.5, Eini = 5*(10^6)NJ)
Fig. 33 lifetime contrasting under different scales planar networks
(pe >70 %, pc = 0.5, Eini = 5*(10^7)NJ)
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strategy in this paper can improve the network reliability
by 8–23 %. Fig. 37 presents the experimental results by
contrasting the network reliability under the different ra-
diuses of planar network. Relative to ERL scheme, the
URL scheme can improve the reliability by 14.5–23.6 %.
And relative to SW-ARQ approach, it can improve the
reliability by 10–15 %. Figure 38 shows the results by
contrasting the reliability with ERL and URL scheme
under the same lifetime and different link loss rate. And
from Fig. 39, the proposed URL strategy has higher
network reliability than that of the ERL strategy under
different network scenarios and different parameters, so
the URL scheme has a satisfactory performance on the
reliability.
6.4 The delay
Relative to the theoretical analysis results in 5.3, the ex-
perimental results will be given in this section. Figure 40
shows the delay contrasted with different methods under
the same end-to-end reliability and different link qual-
ities. It can be observed from the picture that: the delay
of SW-ARQ approach is much larger than that of the
other two methods, and when the link loss rate is small,
the delay incurred by the URL strategy is longer than
the delay incurred by ERL strategy under the same reli-
ability. With the increase of the link loss rate, the gap
gradually narrowed, when the link loss rate greater than
0.6, the difference of delay incurred by two methods al-
most remaining at around 9 % unchanged. From the ex-
perimental results, we can draw the conclusion that (1)
the experimental results are consistent with the above
theoretical analysis. (2) Although the URL strategy may
have a disadvantage on the delay performance, under the
same condition, the URL approach can prolong the
Fig. 35 lifetime contrasting under same pe and different link loss
rates (pe >70 %, Eini = 5*(10^7)NJ)
Fig. 36 reliability contrasting under different scales linear networks
(pe ≥ 70 %)
Fig. 34 lifetime contrasting under same link loss rate and different
pe (pc = 0.5, Eini = 5*(10^7)NJ)
Fig. 37 reliability contrasting under different scales planar networks
(pe ≥ 70 %)
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lifetime 20–44.4 % by analyzing in 6.2. So, it still has a
great advantage and a better performance.
Figure 41 presents the delay contrasted with ERL and
URL approaches under the same lifetime. We can see
the delay differential become narrowing with the
increase of the reliability or the increase of the link loss
rate. When the reliability is greater than 90 %, the delays
incurred by two methods are nearly equal. From the 6.3,
we can see that the URL scheme can improve the
reliability by 14.5–23.6%, which suggesting that URL
scheme is better.
7 Conclusions
In the wireless network where the energy is limited and
the link loss rate is big, it is a challenge issue to guaran-
tee the end-to-end reliability and high lifetime at the
same time. We proposed a network coding assisted
unequal redundancy level based mechanism for wireless
sensor networks. The proposed scheme can attain a
higher end-to-end network reliability, and longer net-
work lifetime with high energy efficiency. What is more,
the URL scheme can be easily adopted by vary network
coding based data collection scheme and provides an
easily implementable solution for reliable and high life-
time data collection in WSNs. We use Omnet++ net-
work simulator, and theoretical analysis to evaluate the
performance of the proposed scheme. The evaluation re-
sults indicate that: relative to ERL approach, under the
same reliability, the URL scheme can improve the net-
work lifetime by 15–50%; and under the same lifetime,
the URL scheme can improve the reliability by
14.1–28.3%. In large-scale sensor networks, the delay in-
curred by two different methods is nearly equal. Relative
to SW-ARQ approach, under the same reliability, the
URL scheme can improve the network lifetime by
Fig. 38 Reliability contrasting under different link loss rate (pe≥ 70 %,
network radius R = 400, transmit radius r = 50)
Fig. 39 The improvement of reliability under different network
radiuses (pe ≥ 70 %, transmit radius r = 50)
Fig. 40 Delay under different link qualities with same reliability
(pe >70 %)
Fig. 41 Delay under different link qualities and different reliabilities
with same lifetime
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7–30%; and under the same lifetime, the URL scheme
can improve the reliability by 8–23%. The delay of
SW-ARQ approach is much larger than URL scheme
incurred. These are all suggested that the URL scheme is
an efficiency data collection scheme.
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